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In This Document

Document summary
This document discusses multi-byte character sets as used with Oracle® Express 
Server (hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”) and Personal Express. 

Note: In this document, the term “Express” is used to refer collectively to Express 
Server and Personal Express.

Intended audience
This document is directed toward users who want to perform the following tasks:

■ Set a default character set for all sessions.

■ Set a default character set for a current session.

■ Set a default character set for reading, writing, importing, and exporting files.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Introducing Multi-Byte Character Sets

■ Specifying a Multi-Byte Character Set

■ Operating Express with Multi-Byte Character Sets
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Introducing Multi-Byte Character Sets

Why multi-byte character sets are needed
The 256-character limit imposed by the use of single-byte characters is sufficient to 
represent most characters in English and most western languages. Some languages, 
however, require many more characters. Simplified Chinese, for example, uses more 
than 7,000 characters; Japanese, more than 10,000; and Korean, more than 11,000 
characters. Consequently, it is not possible to represent all these characters with one 
byte. If you increase the number of bytes used to store the possible values of a 
character to two, you increase the possible number of characters represented to 
65,536. 

What is a multi-byte character set?
To read, display, and write languages with many characters on a computer, different 
character sets have been developed. Those in which all the characters are two bytes 
long are called double-byte character sets. Others use one byte for some characters and 
two bytes for other characters. These mixed character sets are called multi-byte 
character sets. In many cases the multi-byte character set for a language will include 
Roman letters, digits and punctuation in addition to the characters from the 
language itself. 

On a normal text screen a single-byte character looks like it occupies one space. In 
contrast, a double-byte character looks larger.

Multi-byte character sets recognized by Express
On Unix, Windows NT, Win95, and Win98 platforms, Express can use any one of 
several multi-byte character sets, which contain a combination of single- and 
double-byte characters.

Express recognizes the following multi-byte character sets:

■ Korean

■ Chinese (Simplified and Traditional)

■ Japanese (Shift-JIS and Extended Unix Code)

There are no special operating system requirements for operating Express Server or 
Personal Express with a multi-byte character set.
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Specifying a Multi-Byte Character Set

Setting the default character set 
Express uses the value of DefaultCharacterSet in Oracle Express Instance Manager 
or Oracle Express Configuration Manager to determine which character set to use. 
The default value of DefaultCharacterSet is “NativeOS”. On Windows NT, Win95, 
and Win98, NativeOS is the character set for the native language of the operating 
system. On Unix, the character set is single-byte. Your system administrator can set 
the value of DefaultCharacterSet in the Locale parameters of Oracle Express 
Instance Manager or Oracle Express Configuration Manager. 

Changing the DefaultCharacterSet setting changes the character set for all Express 
sessions. To change the character set for your session only, use the Express language 
option CHARSET. 

Changing the character set for your session 
Use the following command to specify the character set you want Express to use in 
your session:

CHARSET = charset-exp 

The following table lists the possible values of the text expression, charset-exp. If you 
supply the literal value, enclose it in single quotes.

Automatic translation between Shift-JIS and EUC
For XCA and SNAPI connections, Express automatically detects the character set of 
the client and translates between Shift-JIS and EUC as necessary. If you change the 
Express session’s character set after the connection is established, the translation 

Value Character Set

SBCS or ONEBYTE Single-Byte

HANGEUL Korean

SCHINESE Simplified Chinese

TCHINESE Traditional Chinese

SHIFTJIS Shift-JIS

EUC Extended Unix Code for Japanese
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information for the connection is adjusted, and Express continues to translate 
appropriately.

When you open a file with the FILEOPEN function, the file is opened with the same 
character set as the Express session, although you can then select a different 
character set for the file with the FILESET command (described below). If you 
change the Express session’s character set once the file has been opened, however, 
no adjustment is made and Express might no longer translate as expected. 

Specifying the character set for reading and writing files
Whether or not you have changed the DefaultCharacterSet setting in Oracle Express 
Instance Manager or Oracle Express Configuration Manager, and whether or not 
you have changed the value of the CHARSET option, you can use the FILESET 
command to tell Express which character set to use when reading from or writing to 
a given file. To do this, you use file I/O commands such as FILEREAD and 
FILEPUT. 

FILESET fileunit CHARSET charset-exp 

The fileunit argument is the fileunit number assigned to a file that was opened in a 
previous call to the FILEOPEN function or by the OUTFILE command. You can set 
attributes only for an open file.

To check which character set is being used on a given file, use the FILEQUERY 
function.

FILEQUERY(fileunit CHARSET)

For example, assume that Express Server is running with DefaultCharacterSet set to 
SHIFTJIS; however, you want to read a data file in the EUC format. The following 
sequence of commands would accomplish this:

DEFINE eucunit INTEGER 
eucunit = FILEOPEN(’eucfile.txt’ r) 
FILESET eucunit CHARSET ’EUC’ 
SHOW FILEQUERY(eucunit CHARSET) 
EUC 

Note that if Express determines that no translation needs to be done between the 
character set for a given file and the character set for the current session, this 
command will return NA even if FILESET was used to give the file an explicit 
character set.
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Specifying the character set for importing and exporting files
You can tell Express which character set to use when using the IMPORT command 
to copy data into your Express database or worksheet object. You can also tell 
Express which character set to use when using the EXPORT command to copy data 
from your Express database to an Express Interchange Format (EIF) file, to another 
Express session through XCA, or to a spreadsheet file. Use the following format to 
specify the character set.  

IMPORT ALL FROM EIF FILE file-id CHARSET charset-exp 
EXPORT ALL TO EIF FILE file-id CHARSET charset-exp

The CHARSET argument must be the last one you specify in an IMPORT command. 

Specifying the character set with OUTFILE and INFILE
You can tell Express which character set to use when using the OUTFILE command 
to redirect the text output of commands to a file. You can also specify the character 
set to use with an INFILE command. 

Use the following format to specify the character set.  

OUTFILE file-id CHARSET charset-exp 
INFILE file-id CHARSET charset-exp

Operating Express with Multi-Byte Character Sets

Effect of using multi-byte characters in Express 
Because multi-byte character sets include both single- and double-byte characters, 
you might need to adjust the way you use certain Express features. This section 
discusses how to use those Express features when you are using multi-byte 
character sets.

Entering Express commands
You must enter all Express commands in English in single-byte Roman characters. 
Express can interpret double-byte characters correctly in most situations, but 
because the entire Express syntax library is composed in Roman characters, you 
must use those characters when entering commands. 
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Measuring text in characters and bytes
Some of the features that you use in Express measure the length of text elements. 
Express offers the following two types of functions: 

■ Text manipulation functions, which measure the number of characters that 
appear in each element, regardless of how many bytes each character uses. For 
example, a word made up of four two-byte characters is measured as being four 
characters long. 

■ Byte manipulation functions, which measure text elements in terms of the 
number of bytes that appear, rather than the number of characters. For example, 
a word made up of four two-byte characters is measured by the byte 
manipulation functions as being eight bytes long. 

Refer to “Using the byte manipulation functions” on page 6 for a list of byte 
manipulation functions and their corresponding text manipulation functions. 

Using the byte manipulation functions
The Express byte manipulation functions correspond closely to the text 
manipulation functions, with the following exceptions: 

■ In the byte manipulation functions, integer arguments and return values refer 
to numbers of bytes. In text manipulation functions, integer arguments and 
return values refer to numbers of characters.

■ Text manipulation functions do not allow half-characters to stand alone. For 
example, JOINCHARS automatically breaks a line at 498 bytes. However, if byte 
498 is the first half of a double-byte character, it breaks at 497 bytes to keep the 
character intact. The corresponding byte manipulation function JOINBYTES 
always breaks at 498 bytes, potentially allowing a half-character to stand alone.

The syntax of a byte manipulation function is the same as its corresponding text 
manipulation function, as described in the Express Language Help system. 
However, when reading the syntax in the reference documentation, remember that 
these functions work on bytes, not characters.
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The following table lists each of the byte manipulation functions, along with its 
corresponding text manipulation function. 

Features that measure length in bytes 
Express features that set limits on the length of text elements measure length in 
bytes. Such features include values of an ID dimension, the length of object names, 
the width specified for fixed-width text dimensions and variables, the maximum 
width of a line of text (498 bytes), and the width of a ROW or REPORT column. In 
addition, the COLUMN and WIDTH attributes of the FILEREAD and FILEVIEW 
commands also represent bytes, not characters. 

For example, values of ID dimensions can use up to eight bytes for each entry. 
These eight bytes can include any combination of single- and double-byte 
characters that add up to eight bytes. The first character may be a two-byte 
character and the next six characters may be six single-byte characters. The total 
number of characters is seven, but the total number of bytes is eight. In this case 
Express is counting bytes, not characters.

Byte Function Description
Corresponding Text 

Function

CHANGEBYTES Changes one or more occurrences of a string of 
bytes to a new string.

Note: The CHANGECHARS keyword 
UPCASE does not apply to CHANGEBYTES.

CHANGECHARS

EXTBYTES Extracts a portion of a text expression. EXTCHARS

FINDBYTES Returns the byte position of the beginning of a 
specified group of bytes.

FINDCHARS

INSBYTES Inserts one or more bytes into an expression. INSCHARS

JOINBYTES Joins two or more values as one line. JOINCHARS

MAXBYTES Counts the number of bytes in the longest line 
of a multiline text value.

MAXCHARS

NUMBYTES Counts the number of bytes in a text 
expression.

NUMCHARS

REMBYTES Removes one or more bytes from a text 
expression and returns the value that remains.

REMCHARS

REPLBYTES Replaces one or more bytes in a text 
expression.

REPLCHARS
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Naming files
You can use any characters to name files. Express can interpret both single- and 
double-byte characters in the file names for any of the data files that you create.

Naming database objects
Express allows you to create database objects using double-byte characters in the 
names of the objects. Remember, however, that all versions of Express disallow the 
use of punctuation except for the dot ( . ) and underscore ( _ ) in object names.

Express limits the length of object names to 16 bytes. This means that if you are 
naming an object entirely in double-byte characters, it can have only eight 
characters. Any combination of single- and double-byte characters that adds up to 
no more than 16 bytes is acceptable.

Sorting data
The large number of characters and the different distribution of character values 
within the various multi-byte character sets make sorting these characters a 
challenge. Sorting works well with double-byte Katakana characters (although not 
with other double-byte characters) in the Shift-JIS character set. However, you are 
unlikely to get useful results if you sort other multi-byte characters in Express. 

Using punctuation
The Express options THOUSANDSCHAR and DECIMALCHAR allow you to 
identify the character you would like to use for the thousands separator and the 
decimal point. When you are using Express with the Shift-JIS or EUC character set, 
you can assign the double-byte Japanese comma and period to these options. 

Express correctly identifies and handles double-byte digits, decimal points, 
parentheses, and sign characters entered as part of numeric literals. 

Abbreviating the names of months and days
Express contains two text options that control abbreviations for the names of 
months and days. These options, MONTHABBRLEN and DAYABBRLEN, allow 
you to specify how many characters you want to use when you specify <MT>, 
<MTXT>, <MTXTL>, <WT>, <WTXT>, and <WTXTL> with the DATEFORMAT 
text option or the VNF (value name format) command used for a time dimension.
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Although only MONTHABBRLEN is shown, both options have the following 
syntax.

MONTHABBRLEN = startpos[-endpos]:length-value -
      [, startpos [-endpos]:length-value][ ,  . . .]

Startpos and endpos are numbers that represent the first and last months (or days) 
whose abbreviation length is defined by the number that follows the colon, shown 
in the above syntax as length-value. These numerical positions apply to the 
corresponding lines of text in the MONTHNAMES and DAYNAMES text options. 
You can specify these ranges of values in reverse order, endpos to startpos, if you 
prefer.

The MONTHNAMES and DAYNAMES text options can have more than twelve and 
seven lines respectively. If you specify a startpos or endpos that does not have 
corresponding text value in the MONTHNAMES or DAYNAMES option, Express 
ignores your abbreviation specification.

You can define many different groups of months or days each with different 
abbreviation lengths. If you do so, separate the groups with a comma or a 
semicolon.

If you do not specify an abbreviation length for a given position in either 
MONTHNAMES or DAYNAMES, or explicitly set a given position to zero, Express 
uses the default abbreviation. The default abbreviations are one character for <MT> 
and <WT> and three characters for <MTXT>, <MTXTL>, <WTXT>, and <WTXTL>. 
Express never uses abbreviations when you have designated the full name 
specifications <MTEXT>, <MTEXTL>, <WTEXT>, and <WTEXTL>.

Length-value is a number that specifies the length in characters (not bytes) of 
abbreviated month or day names.

The following example specifies that the first ten months of the year are abbreviated 
with one character and the last two months are abbreviated with two characters.

MONTHABBRLEN = ’1-10:1, 11-12:2’

When you define multiple abbreviations for the same value of MONTHNAMES or 
DAYNAMES, Express uses only the last abbreviation specified.

Using the XCA TRANSPORT command
If you have an XCA connection with another instance of Express (either Personal 
Express or Express Server), you can use the XCA TRANSPORT command to 
transfer files. Remember that both Express sessions must be using the same or 
compatible character set in order for the process to work. 
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Using the UPCASE and LOWCASE functions
Express treats double-byte equivalents of Roman characters as generic alphabetic 
characters. Both UPCASE and LOWCASE correctly handle double-byte Roman 
characters and treat them in the same manner as single-byte Roman characters. 

Representing Dates
Express cannot represent dates in the Japanese era format. 
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